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ABSTRACT

A flat plate, a hollow cylinder, and a nine-caliber ogive containing lateral sonic jets were tested at Mach numbers 2.99, 3.98, and 5.01 in the 12-Inch Supersonic Tunnel (E-1) of the von Kármán Gas Dynamics Facility. The interaction forces generated on these bodies were investigated for various sonic nozzle configurations including single circular nozzles, multiple circular nozzles, and slots of various width and span sizes. The nozzles were operated at jet stagnation to free-stream static pressure ratios from 10 to 2000.

The force produced on a surface by the interaction of the lateral jet with the supersonic free stream was evaluated from model pressure distributions and compared with various theoretical estimates. Good agreement was obtained between the present experimental data and the theoretical estimates based on a linear combination of the viscous and inviscid estimates of the jet interaction force. Also, good agreement was obtained between the integrated pressure data and some force measurements.

These theoretical and experimental results indicated that significant jet interaction forces are produced. In general, circular sonic jets produced the maximum interaction force when located about 30 jet nozzle diameters forward of the trailing edge of a planar surface or at the base edge of a body of revolution. Rectangular nozzles (slots) generated the largest force when located at the model trailing edge.
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### NOMENCLATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A/A*</td>
<td>Stream tube area ratio relationship for isentropic flow (see Fig. 26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_b</td>
<td>Model base area, in.²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_e</td>
<td>Effective jet nozzle cross-sectional throat area, A_e = CA_j, in.²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_j</td>
<td>Jet nozzle cross-sectional throat area, in.²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Nozzle discharge coefficient, ratio of actual mass flow/ideal mass flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{N_i}</td>
<td>Interaction force coefficient, F_{N_i}/\rho_{\infty}A_b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{P_p}</td>
<td>Boundary-layer separation plateau pressure coefficient, (p_p - p_\infty)/\rho_{\infty}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{P_s}</td>
<td>Pressure coefficient at point of boundary-layer separation, (p_s - p_\infty)/\rho_{\infty}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Maximum model diameter, in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_e</td>
<td>Effective jet nozzle diameter or effective slot width in the streamwise direction, in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_j</td>
<td>Jet nozzle diameter or slot width in the streamwise direction, in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>Multiple circular nozzle spacing from center to center, in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_j</td>
<td>Three-dimensional jet reaction force of a sonic nozzle, CA_jp_{\infty} [1.268(p_j/p_{\infty}) - 1], lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_{N_i}</td>
<td>Interaction load, the force generated by the interaction of a lateral jet with the approaching boundary layer and supersonic free stream, positive in the direction of F_j, lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_{N_x}</td>
<td>Interaction force over an area extending over the full model span from the model leading edge to model station x, positive in the direction of F_j, 2\rho_{\infty} \int_0^\pi \int_{d_j/2}^R \frac{\Delta p}{p_{\infty}} r , dr , d\phi, lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_{N_T}</td>
<td>Total lateral jet control force, F_{N_i} + F_j, lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f_j</td>
<td>Two-dimensional jet reaction force per unit span for a sonic nozzle, C_d j p_{\infty} [1.268(p_j/p_{\infty}) - 1], lb/in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f_{N_i}</td>
<td>Local interaction load along \phi = 0 ray on a flat plate positive in the direction of f_j, [ \rho_{\infty} \int_{d_j/2}^{x_{B}} \frac{\Delta p}{p_{\infty}} , dx, lb/in. ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
h  
  Spoiler height, in.

K  
  Parameter defined in Ref. 31 where $K = k_2/k_1$ and $k$ is "ratio of the mean velocity in the dissipative region to the external velocity." Subscript 1 represents the parameter before separation and 2, after boundary-layer separation.

L  
  Model length, total axial model length of integrated pressure distribution or axial distance from model leading edge to boundary-layer rake location, in.

ℓ  
  Rectangular jet nozzle span, in.

$M_\infty$  
  Free-stream Mach number

$m$  
  Mass flow, lb/sec

N  
  Boundary-layer velocity-profile parameter, $u/u_m = (y/\delta)^{1/N}$

n  
  Local moment loading along an angular ray $\phi$,

$$p_\infty \int_{\phi/2}^{\phi} \frac{\Delta p}{p_\infty} \, r \, dr, \text{ lb}$$

p  
  Model static pressure, psia

$p_j$  
  Jet stagnation pressure, psia

$p_o$  
  Free-stream stagnation pressure, psia

$p_p$  
  Plateau pressure resulting from separated boundary layer, psia

$p_S$  
  Pressure at the point of boundary-layer separation, psia

$p'$  
  Model static pressure when $p_j = 0$, psia

$p_{o'}$  
  Pitot pressure in jet stream, psia

$p_o$  
  Free-stream ambient pressure, psia

$\Delta p$  
  Model differential pressure, $p - p'$, psia

$q_\infty$  
  Free-stream dynamic pressure, psia

Re$_L$  
  Reynolds number based on the length, L

Re$_S$  
  Reynolds number based on the length from the model leading edge to the point of boundary-layer separation, $Re_S \times 10^{-6} = \bar{Re}_S$

Re$_X$  
  Reynolds number, in. $^{-1}$

R$\phi$  
  Radial distance from the centroid-of the area of the jet nozzle configuration to the flat plate edge, sides, or downstream limit of integration, x, in.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>Radial distance from jet nozzle configuration cross-sectional area centroid, in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>Velocity in the boundary layer, in./sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u___</td>
<td>Free-stream velocity, in./sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Axial position of the jet nozzle area centroid relative to the model nose or leading edge, in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>Model axial position relative to the jet nozzle area centroid, in. (see Figs. 3 and 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x___</td>
<td>Center of pressure of the local interaction load upstream of the nozzle along ( \phi = 0 ), in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x____</td>
<td>Boundary-layer separation length from the jet nozzle area centroid, in. (see Fig. 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>Displacement from the model surface, in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>Separated boundary-layer flow deflection angle, deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma )</td>
<td>Ratio of specific heats, ( \gamma = 1.4 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \delta )</td>
<td>Boundary-layer thickness, in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \delta^* )</td>
<td>Boundary-layer displacement thickness, in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \theta )</td>
<td>Boundary-layer momentum thickness, in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi )</td>
<td>Angular location of the pressure orifice rays, deg (see Fig. 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \psi )</td>
<td>Angular displacement about the body of revolution, deg (see Fig. 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta^* )</td>
<td>Jet free-stream interaction shock displacement relative to the upstream nozzle edge, in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho/\rho_0 )</td>
<td>Ratio of the ambient to stagnation density downstream of a normal shock</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.0 INTRODUCTION

As manned vehicles and unmanned missiles traverse the upper regions (high altitudes) of the corridor of continuous flight (see Fig. 1), the need for control systems with broader aerodynamic operational characteristics increases. The high altitude, high Mach number environment requires that the control systems be as operational and reliable at a finite dynamic pressure as in a near vacuum. Also as a result of high speeds, the response of these control systems must be rapid and predictable. As auxiliary controls, reaction jets have provided a means of controlling the attitude and trajectory of high altitude, high Mach number, manned vehicles such as the X-15 research airplane and the Mercury capsule. Similar controls will be used by the Apollo and Dyna Soar manned vehicles at the high altitudes above the flight corridor.

At the lower altitudes, reaction jets may provide a means of augmenting conventional aerodynamic control surfaces or may even replace these control surfaces, provided the reaction jet fuel requirements can be made economically feasible. The present experimental and theoretical program will demonstrate some of the useful control forces generated by lateral jets operating in an environment similar to the conditions experienced by the vehicles flying in the upper and lower regime of the corridor of continuous supersonic flight. These results deal more directly with the basic flow phenomena of interaction loading produced by a jet on a flat plate, a hollow cylinder, and an ogive in a supersonic free stream.

The following is a review of investigations on the discharge of flow into a moving stream. At subsonic speeds, the effects of a lateral airstream exhausting into a moving free stream have been investigated as part of the development of air jet flaps, auxiliary air outlets, vertical-take-off vehicles using an air jet stream for lift, heating or cooling an airstream, and many other air jet applications. One theoretical approach to the basic problem of the interaction of a lateral jet with a moving stream was developed by Ehrick (Ref. 1). Aside from a number of experimental investigations into various applications utilizing air jets,
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some basic information on jet penetration into a subsonic stream may be found in Refs. 2 and 3. A test program to determine the influence of a transonic stream on the discharge coefficient of a lateral jet was experimentally evaluated at the NACA, and some results are presented in Ref. 4. Also the effectiveness of air jet controls on a particular type of missile configuration was obtained in the Mach number range of 0.6 to 1.8 (Ref. 5). A fairly complete summary of the use of air jets as boundary-layer control systems, air jet flaps, lateral jets from unswept and swept wings, and ground effects of air jet flap systems at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds (Mach numbers up to 2.5) is presented by Lachman (Ref. 6).

The discharge of low energy air or hot exhaust gases from a high speed (transonic, supersonic, or hypersonic) vehicle has also generated problems pertaining to lateral jets. In the past, extensive experimentation was conducted to analyze the axial-thrust penalties without evaluating the inherent normal and side forces resulting from jet momentum and flow interaction. Another area of practical interest, associated with air disposal, is the degree of penetration and influence of the exhaust jets as the discharged gases wash over the surfaces of the body. This might become increasingly important if one assumes that the exhaust gases are hot and corrosive, and they would therefore have an effect on the vehicle's structure.

During the launch and boost phases of flight, a means of controlling vehicle trajectory has been obtained by regulating the thrust direction of the propulsion system. The operation of a thrust vector control system can be achieved by engine gimbaling, jet vane deflectors, or by directing secondary flow into the mainstream from outlets in the wall downstream of the nozzle throat in order to create a region of separated and deflected flow. The injection of secondary flow into the mainstream to control the thrust vector of a propulsion system has been investigated by various aircraft companies and research organizations; for example, see Refs. 7, 8, and 9.

As pointed out by H. Arnzen (Ref. 10) a lateral jet could be used in combination with conventional aerodynamic controls to provide an "all altitude" control system for non-orbital and re-entry vehicles. Since conventional control systems become inadequate at the higher altitudes above the flight corridor due to lower dynamic pressures (see Fig. 1), a control system which is not dependent on the existence of some finite dynamic pressure is required. One solution to this problem has been found by using lateral reaction jets to control the attitude of the "all altitude" vehicle. As a result of past investigations, it appears that reaction controls similar to those on the X-15, which function adequately in near
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vacuum space, will generate larger control forces for a given jet momentum at lower altitudes because of lateral jet interactions with the boundary layer and local flow field.

Depending on the jet strength, the location of the jets on the vehicle, the state of the boundary layer, and the free-stream Mach number, experimental evidence and theoretical solutions of the forces produced by the interference of jet flow with the boundary layer and enveloping supersonic free stream have shown that the net resulting forces are many times larger than the reaction force of the isolated jet in a vacuum environment. A few test programs have included some basic information about the forces generated by lateral jets. Tests were conducted in the S5 wind tunnel of O.N.E.R.A. at Mach number 1.94 to evaluate the loads generated by air at near sonic velocity issuing from single and multiple circular nozzles and single slots mounted in the tunnel floor. Part of this program included a comparison of jet spoiler with a plain vertical spoiler, and these results are presented in Ref. 6 (pp. 63-65). As pointed out by Ph. Poisson-Quinton and L. Lepage in Ref. 6, a comparison of the power required to overcome the drag of a plain spoiler with the power required to supply compressed air to the jet spoiler indicated that the air jet spoiler was more effective.

The influence of high pressure air issuing in the spanwise direction below a wing and normal to a Mach number 2 free stream was investigated by Falanga and Janos (Ref. 11). Additional tests were conducted by Janos (Ref. 12) at Mach number 2 to measure the pressure loading and forces produced by a lateral jet from an unswept flat plate. As in the case of the other investigations, these results indicated that the ratio of the interaction force to jet reaction force increased with decreasing jet pressure ratio ($p_j/p_a$). The evaluation of the pressure distributions indicated that the sonic nozzles with jet exit Mach number up to 1.7 generated larger loads than the jet from partially contoured supersonic nozzles (nozzle exit angle > 0). The effect of a lateral jet from sonic, conical, and sharp edge orifices mounted in a flat plate were studied at Mach numbers 3.69 and 3.85 by Amick and Hays (Ref. 13). Included in the analysis of Ref. 13 is an empirical relationship between the ratio of the interaction force to the jet reaction force as a function of the model geometry and jet pressure ratio. An investigation was made by Cubbison, Anderson, and Ward (Ref. 14) to determine the loads generated by a sonic lateral jet from the flat surface of an arrow-shaped model (Mach numbers 2.92, 3.92, 4.84, and 6.4).

The influence of the character of the boundary layer on the loading generated by a lateral two-dimensional sonic jet from a flat plate at Mach number 6 was evaluated from pressure results obtained by Romeo
and Sterrett (Ref. 15). As in the case of the results presented in Ref. 6, these results indicate that two-dimensional sonic air jet behaved like a plain spoiler or forward facing step.

Several tests have been conducted with lateral air jets from bodies of revolution. Pressure measurements were made at Mach number 1.9 with a lateral jet from a circular (sonic) nozzle and a conical supersonic nozzle mounted in the cylindrical section of a 10-deg cone-cylinder by Morkovin, Pierce, and Craven (Ref. 16). As a result of the flow field generated by the lateral jet located 1.8 body diameters from the model base, the net side force was less than the isolated jet reaction force. It was also noted in Ref. 16 that the change in angle of attack from 0 to 14 deg with the nozzle jet on the lee side of the model did not alter the basic jet interaction flow results.

Additional tests have been conducted at supersonic speeds on nine-caliber tangent ogives having various base diameters, model lengths, nozzle configurations, and jet nozzle axial locations on the model. Vinson, Amick, and Liepman (Ref. 17) conducted tests at Mach numbers 2.8 and 3.9 on a three-caliber ogive. The model base diameter was 2 in., and the lateral jet nozzle was a straight-walled, circular nozzle located at various distances from the model base. The influence of angle of attack and character of the boundary layer approaching the jet on the force produced by the interaction of the jet with the approaching free stream and boundary layer was evaluated from internal strain-gage balance measurements. These results indicated that the state of the boundary layer had a negligible effect on the jet interaction force. Similar force measurements were made at Mach number 3.99 by Amick and Hays (Ref. 13) with a 1.5-in. base diam, nine-caliber ogive containing similar sonic nozzles located 0.5 and 2.5 body diameters from the model base. In general, these results indicated that the ratio of interaction force to jet reaction force increased as the jet nozzle was moved toward the model base and as the jet momentum was decreased.

The addition of fins to a 2-in. base diam, nine-caliber ogive having a lateral jet was investigated by Carvalho and Hays (Ref. 18) at Mach number 3.97. In this investigation, sonic and supersonic conical air jet nozzles of various throat diameters were located at several model stations ahead of the model base. With the same jet mass flow issuing from the sonic and supersonic nozzles the ratio of the interaction force to jet reaction force was equal to, or in some cases, larger for the sonic nozzle configurations. The addition of fins to the body in the area containing the lateral jet increased the net side force produced by the jet. In general, these results indicated that the nozzle configuration of the jet, the axial location of the jet, the surroundings of the jet, and the character of the boundary layer on the body of revolution play an
important role in determining the magnitude of the interaction force produced by the jet.

A theoretical estimate of the interaction force generated by a two-dimensional jet was proposed by Vinson, Amick, and Leipman (Ref. 17). The jet was assumed to act like a plain spoiler in the presence of a boundary layer with a height equal to the product of the jet width per unit span and the area ratio \((A/A^*)\) based on the jet stagnation to free-stream static pressure. Thus the interaction force represented the loading which resulted from the separated boundary layer produced by the lateral jet disturbance.

A viscid type of weak jet interaction theory was presented in Ref. 13 by Amick and Hays. In this case, the jet was assumed to be too weak to separate the boundary layer, but an oblique shock equal in strength to the ratio of \(p_j/p_\infty\) would be generated.

The theoretical inviscid loading generated by the interaction of a lateral jet from a circular nozzle into a supersonic stream was developed by C. Ferrari (Ref. 19) utilizing Newtonian approximations. As in the previous case, the assumption was made that the jet stream did not mix with the enveloping supersonic stream, and it was assumed that the lateral jet generated a detached shock which partially enclosed the jet stream tube. The pressure loading associated with the boundary-layer separation (viscous effects) generated by a lateral jet was neglected in the theoretical analysis. Another inviscid analysis using the blast wave theory has been recently developed by J. E. Broadwall (Ref. 9).

In general, the purpose of the present program is to present results similar to those described over a wider Mach number range \((M_\infty = 2.99, 3.98, \text{ and } 5.01)\), Reynolds number range \((Re_x = 0.6 \text{ to } 6.0 \times 10^6)\), and with a greater variety of sonic jet nozzle configurations (single and circular orifices and slots). The tests on a flat plate, a hollow cylinder, and a nine-caliber ogive containing lateral sonic jets were tested in the 12-Inch Supersonic Tunnel (E-1), von Kármán Gas Dynamics Facility (VKF), Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC), Air Force Systems Command (AFSC). These results are compared with various theoretical and other experimental results.

2.0 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUES

2.1 WIND TUNNELS

The 12-Inch Supersonic Tunnel (E-1) (Fig. 2) is an intermittent, variable density wind tunnel with a manually adjusted, flexible-plate-type nozzle. The tunnel operates at Mach numbers from 1.5 to 5 at
stagnation pressures from 5 to 60 psia and at stagnation temperatures up to about 100°F. A description of the tunnel and its calibration is given in Refs. 20 and 21.

2.2 MODELS

Three basic stainless steel models, consisting of an 8- by 15.50-in. flat plate, a 3.50-in. diam hollow cylinder, and a nine-caliber, 3.50-in. diam tangent ogive, were used in the experimental program. All models were strut mounted off the tunnel floor and instrumented with 0.05 outside diameter pressure taps. All model surfaces containing pressure taps were finished to 20 micro-inches (rms).

2.2.1 Flat Plate

The flat plate model shown in Fig. 3 was instrumented with 101 static pressure taps. Interchangeable nozzle blocks containing various sonic nozzle configurations (single and multiple circular nozzles and rectangular nozzles with variable spans) were tested and are also listed in Fig. 3. The "O"-ring seals were fitted around the nozzle block to prevent high pressure air leakage. The orientation of the nozzle blocks with respect to the free-stream flow is shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

To measure the net interaction loads generated by the lateral jets on the flat plate, two moment strain-gage sections were cut into the exterior surface of the high-pressure air jet line (see Fig. 3) which was also part of the support structure for the flat plate. The gage sections consisted of diametrically opposite flat surfaces at two axial positions.

Two total head rakes were used in conjunction with the flat plate test. The first rake was a conventional boundary-layer rake which could be moved to any model station from x = -3.20 to 4.50 in. A second rake, which was over four inches high, was used to monitor the pitot pressure variations in the lateral air jet stream at model station 5.25 in. (see Fig. 4).

2.2.2 Hollow Cylinder

An illustration of the hollow cylinder model is shown in Fig. 5. A 0.50-in. outside diameter tube attached along the inner surface of the hollow cylinder supplied high pressure air to circular interchangeable nozzle blocks. The air jet nozzle opening was located on the ring opposite the split ring tabs, and a rubber "O-ring" seal was used to prevent air leakage around the split ring nozzle blocks. The nozzle configurations
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Consisted of a single 0.25-in.-diam circular nozzle and a rectangular nozzle aligned radially with curvature lengths of one and three inches and width of 0.050 in. The hollow cylinder was instrumented with 40 static pressure taps.

2.2.3 Ogive

The front section of the hollow cylinder was detachable and could be replaced with a nine-caliber tangent ogive nose (see Fig. 5). In the ogive-cylinder configuration a total of 41 pressure taps were used, and the air jet nozzle configurations were similar to the ones used in the hollow cylinder tests.

2.3 INSTRUMENTATION AND PRECISION

A rotary valve pressure scanning system utilizing 1-psid and 15-psid transducers was used to measure the model surface pressures. Additional 5-psid and 50-psid transducers were used to measure total head rake pressures. All transducer systems were referenced to essentially a vacuum (less than 50 microns of mercury in most cases) and were calibrated to provide three ranges for each transducer. The uncertainty of the pressure measurements was not more than ±0.005 psia for the 1-psid transducer to ±0.250 psia for the 50-psid transducer.

The model support system for the flat plate was gaged as a two-component moment type of balance. At the upstream gage, the maximum allowable moment was 1400 in.-lb and at the downstream gage, 2,000 in.-lb, with an overall force repeatability of ±0.6 lb in the absence of any zero shifts. As a result of some gage output zero reading shifts, the test results were evaluated on the basis of the faired curves through the gage readings.

Some shadowgraph pictures were made of the flat plate, but for the most part flow patterns were recorded with schlieren and fluorescent oil flow pictures.

3.0 TEST PROCEDURES AND CONDITIONS

Preliminary pressure tests were made to evaluate the properties of the flow field over the flat plate. The static pressure distribution and boundary-layer thickness over the flat plate were measured at Mach numbers 2.99 and 3.98 in the Reynolds number range of $10^6$ to $10^7$ based on the length from the model leading edge to the boundary-layer rake.
The following tables contain the range of jet pressure ratios ($p_j/p_\infty$) covered for each model nozzle configuration at each Mach number:

**JET PRESSURE RATIOS**

### Flat Plate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nozzle Configuration</th>
<th>pj/p_\infty Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Circular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$d_j$, in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$Re_x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Hollow Cylinder

$M_\infty = 3.98$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nozzle Configuration</th>
<th>pj/p_\infty Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>single circular nozzle $d_j = 0.25$ in.</td>
<td>34—950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rectangular nozzle $d_j = 0.05$ in., $f/d_j = 20$</td>
<td>34—200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_j = 0.05$ in., $f/d_j = 80$</td>
<td>100—200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re_x \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>2.1 and 3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Nine-Caliber Ogive

$M_\infty = 3.98$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nozzle Configuration</th>
<th>pj/p_\infty Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>single circular nozzle $d_j = 0.25$ in.</td>
<td>200—900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_j = 0.25$ in., with a boundary-layer trip on the ogive nose</td>
<td>200—900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rectangular nozzle $d_j = 0.05$ in., $f/d_j = 80$</td>
<td>30—380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re_x \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>3.2 and 6.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 SONIC NOZZLE CHARACTERISTICS

As part of the test program, the relationship of the jet stagnation (plenum chamber) pressure with the nozzle jet reaction force and with the jet mass flow were experimentally evaluated. Two procedures were utilized; the first was an evaluation of the nozzle mass flow discharge coefficient. At a given nozzle stagnation pressure and temperature, the rate of mass decrease in a nitrogen container was compared to the ideal mass flow rate passing through a sonic nozzle of a given cross-sectional area. The second procedure was based on the ratio of the reaction force as measured by a moment balance to the ideal reaction force of a sonic nozzle.

These calibration procedures are based on the assumption that the exit Mach numbers ($M_j$) of the sharp edge nozzles are sonic, but the results of Ref. 22 demonstrated that the exit Mach number of sharp edge nozzles (circular or rectangular) was a function of the nozzle geometry and was supersonic ($M_j > 1$). Neglecting the fact that the nozzle exit Mach number was actually supersonic, the jet mass flows, momentum parameters, and reaction force values were evaluated as if the exit Mach number were sonic. Within the precision of the calibration procedures, the discharge coefficient accounted for the effective area in the mass flow computation and the exit Mach number in the reaction force computation. Figure 6 includes Figs. 9 and 10 of Ref. 22 and illustrates the favorable agreement of the present calibration results with those obtained by Weir, York, and Morrison (Ref. 22).

4.2 FLAT PLATE FLOW CHARACTERISTICS

Except for the pressure distribution produced by the viscous interaction associated with the leading edge of a flat plate in supersonic or hypersonic flow, and in the absence of any jet disturbance, the maximum deviation in the model surface static pressure from the calibrated free-stream static pressure was approximately 10 percent. The mean value of the model static pressure was within 5 percent of the free-stream static pressure. The analysis of the distribution of the incremental pressure change generated by a lateral jet over the plate was referenced to the actual pressure variation measured on the plate in the absence of the jet.

At Mach numbers 2.99 and 3.98, the boundary-layer characteristics were evaluated in the region occupied by the flat plate air jet nozzle.
blocks. Examples of the velocity profiles obtained at Mach numbers 2.99 and 3.98 and various Reynolds numbers, 0.8 in. upstream and 3.20 in. downstream of the nozzle block, are shown in Fig. 7a. The variation of the form factor $\delta^* / \delta$ with the Reynolds number based on the boundary-layer rake location relative to the flat plate leading edge is shown in Fig. 7b. Based on the results in Fig. 7 and the balance of the boundary-layer rake results, the boundary layer was turbulent at an $Re_L > 4 \times 10^6$ at Mach number 2.99 and possibly at an $Re_L$ of $5 \times 10^6$ at Mach number 3.98. As shown in Fig. 7, a good correlation existed between Tucker's turbulent boundary-layer form factors of Ref. 23 and the present Mach number 2.99 results in the Reynolds number range above $4 \times 10^6$. At a Reynolds number less than $10^6$ at both Mach numbers, the form factors approach the theoretical laminar values predicted by Mack (Ref. 24). Based on the observation during the progress of the experimental investigation, the boundary layer at Mach number 5.01 was primarily laminar.

4.3 THE LATERAL JET FLOW FIELD

4.3.1 Influence on the Model Surface

A general description of the flow field generated by a two-dimensional lateral jet is illustrated in Fig. 8. In many ways, a jet acts like a vertical spoiler or step, insofar as being another mechanism which causes boundary-layer separation. The separation produces a local change in the flow direction, which generates an oblique shock and a rise in the pressure in the region of separation. As in the case of spoilers, the length of separation and the plateau pressure level are influenced by the state of the boundary layer and its separation; that is, whether it was a laminar, transitional, or a turbulent boundary-layer separation (see Fig. 8).
Depending on the ratio of the jet stagnation pressure to the quiescent air pressure, a sonic jet produced a slightly curved shock, normal to the under-expanded jet stream at a given distance from the nozzle exit. In the case of a circular nozzle, this curved shock is usually referred to as a Mach disc. Lateral motion of a planar surface containing a jet or, in the present case, a lateral jet on a flat plate in a supersonic stream, produced a similarly displaced curved "jet" shock but shifted slightly downstream from its position in quiescent air. Of course, an additional shock was generated by the interference between the jet stream and the supersonic free stream, and this is herein referred to as the "jet free-stream interaction" shock.

The local flow inclosed by the separated boundary layer, the jet, and the model surface contained two experimentally observed regions of circulation (see Figs. 8 and 9). Boundary-layer separation produced the larger region of circulation, but at least one additional region of circulation existed immediately ahead of the jet. Flow in this region appeared to rotate in the opposite direction to the boundary-layer separation circulation. These circulation directions were based on the combined evaluations of oil flow, shadowgraph, and schlieren pictures.

Directly downstream of the jet (rectangular or circular) nozzle, a field of low pressures \( p << p_a \) was generated in another region of circulation which was maintained by the downstream portion of the air jet stream. Based on the oil flow pictorial evidence, the circulation immediately upstream of the nozzle was stronger than the downstream circulation; that is, the oil did not flow as rapidly or did not move at all in the region immediately aft of the nozzle. The relationship between the oil flow field over the plate and the primary pressure ridges and valleys is summarized schematically in Fig. 9.

Samples of the oil flow pictorial results with the corresponding schlieren photographs of the typical flow field generated by various nozzle jet configurations are presented in Fig. 10. Superimposed on the oil flow photographs are the corresponding isobars in the form of a pressure ratio, \( p/p_a \). The boundary-layer separation locations obtained from the oil flow and schlieren pictures agreed.

A successive comparison of Figs. 10a through d will illustrate the influence of nozzle configuration on the flow field as a change was made from a single-circular to multiple-circular nozzle and finally a rectangular nozzle (slot). Also the flow field and pressure distribution produced by a jet from a slot was compared to a 1/2-in. high spoiler in Fig. 11. Except for the absence of a compression wave (jet shock) produced by an under-expanded sonic nozzle, the flow field (as shown in Fig. 11) of the
solid spoiler was similar to the air jet disturbance. The isobars 
(p/p_o = constant) upstream of the spoiler were shaped similarly to those 
resulting from the air jet. Although the disturbance generated by the 
lateral jet was weaker or produced a smaller flow deflection, the inte-
grated local load and location of the center pressure of the loading pro-
duced by the air jet and plain spoiler are in reasonable agreement. 
This comparison, which was similar to the one described in Ref. 6, 
suggests that a correlation between spoilers or steps and air jets exists. 
One basic difference between a jet and spoiler is that an air jet does not 
produce any pressure drag which would be transmitted to the plate.

An example of the Reynolds number and jet pressure ratio, p_j/p_o, 
effects on the flow field and on the flat plate pressure distribution pro-
duced by a sonic jet from a slot (0.028 by 3 in.) in a Mach number 3.98 
free stream is shown in Fig. 12. For a given jet pressure ratio, 
doubling the Reynolds number altered the local flow properties (see 
Figs. 12a and b), but the net interaction load ahead of the air jet nozzle 
(F_{N_0}/q_0) was only slightly affected (approximately a 9 percent change). 
Herein, the "interaction load" refers to that force produced by the inter-
action of the jet with approaching boundary-layer and free-stream flow 
and does not include the reaction force of the jet.

At two free-stream Reynolds numbers, the influence of the jet 
pressure ratio on the flow properties over a flat plate is illustrated in 
Figs. 12b and c and a and d. As the jet pressure ratio increased, the 
location of the peak in the pressure distribution and the root of the jet 
free-stream interaction shock moved together upstream away from the 
jet. Doubling the jet pressure and, in this case, the jet momentum did 
not double the interaction force. Thus, the ratio of the interaction 
force ahead of the nozzle (F_{N_0}) to the jet reaction force (F_j) decreased 
with increasing jet pressure ratio with these particular flow conditions 
and model geometry. With respect to these test results, the character-
istic low pressure field aft of the rectangular sonic nozzle had a span 
about equal to the nozzle span.

A summary of the visual evidence of the flow field generated by a 
lateral jet is presented in Figs. 13 and 14. These figures represent 
the variation of the point of boundary-layer separation with the Reynolds 
number at Mach number 3.98 for various nozzle configurations. In-
creasing the Reynolds number resulted in shifting the point of separa-
tion toward the jet nozzle (see Fig. 13). At a given Reynolds number 
and for a given jet momentum (a function of the product of the cross-
sectional area of the jet nozzle and the jet pressure ratio), the length 
of separation relative to the nozzle was greater for the smaller circular 
nozzle than the larger one, but less than the separation length generated 
by a rectangular nozzle.
Figure 14 illustrates the interdependence of the jet pressure ratio and the "hole density" of a lateral jet on the length of the separated boundary layer. Increasing the circular nozzle density produced a consistent increase in the length of separation.

4.3.2 Lateral Jet Wake Flow Field

Typical schlieren pictures and pitot pressure measurements downstream of and in the lateral jet are presented in Figs. 15 and 16. The total head rake was located 5.2 in. aft of the jet nozzle. In some pictures (15a for example) a disturbance created by roughness in the model side plates has been labeled and was subsequently removed. These side disturbances had no measurable effect on the pressure results.

The influence of Reynolds number on the jet wake did not appear to be significant (see Fig. 15a), but increasing the Mach number and jet pressure ratio tended to increase the pitot pressure gradient in the jet stream (compare Fig. 15b with c). As expected, the jet penetration increased with the jet momentum and decreasing Mach number.

In some cases, strong jets were generated which distorted the entire flat plate leading edge shock (see Fig. 15d and f). Under these conditions and based on the results obtained with weaker jets, the interaction force was usually higher than the anticipated value. Of course the plate span (8 in.) would also have an effect on the correlation of the interaction force, but the span size did not have as strong an influence on the interaction load correlation as the length of the plate ahead of the jet nozzle.

A comparison of the schlieren pictures taken at free-stream Reynolds number (ReX) of 0.5 x 10^6 with one at 1.7 x 10^6 in Fig. 15a illustrates a comparison of a laminar with a transitionally separated boundary layer. The best example of the pictures presented herein of a turbulent-separated boundary layer is shown in Fig. 15b for pj/p∞ = 29. This example is a marginal case because the boundary layer at the origin of separation was still laminar, but the balance of the region of separation was turbulent. The separations shown in Figs. 11, 15c, d, and f are indicative of transitional boundary-layer separations, whereas Figs. 10a, b, 15e, and 16b are representative of laminar separations.

4.4 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AND MOMENT LOADING

The influence of jet nozzle configuration, Reynolds number, jet pressure ratio (pj/p∞), and Mach number on the pressure distribution and
radial moment loading about the area centroid of the cross section of the jet nozzle are presented in Figs. 17 through 25. The pressure distributions represent the variation in the surface static pressure along the central axis of the flat plate with respect to center of the jet nozzle block. The resultant interaction load generated by the lateral jet was evaluated in the following manner:

\[ F_{N_1} = F_{N_x} = 2 \int_0^{\pi} n \, d\phi \]

where

\[ n = p_{\infty} \int_{d_j/2}^{R_\phi} (\Delta p/p_{\infty}) r \, dr \]

The factor \( n \) actually represents the local moment about the air jet cross-sectional area centroid along a particular radial line, \( \phi \) (see Fig. 3 for a definition of \( \phi \)). The local force along a radial \( \phi \) would be evaluated as follows:

\[ f_{n_1} = p_{\infty} \int_{d_j/2}^{R_\phi} (\Delta p/p_{\infty}) \, dr \]

and the local center of pressure would be evaluated as

\[ x_{cp} = n/f_{n_1} \]

The subscript, \( x \), of \( F_{N_x} \) represents the axial limit of integration over the flat plate. Therefore the limits \( d_j/2 \) to \( R_\phi \) represent the integral value along one angular ray (\( \phi = \) constant) from the lip of the jet nozzle to either the limit defined by the geometry of the model (the flat plate leading edge or sides) or the axial limit of integration aft of the nozzle, \( x = 0, 2, \) or \( 4.5 \) in. downstream of the nozzle. For example, \( F_{N_0} \) represents all the load generated over the entire flat plate upstream of the lateral jet. Hereafter the term \( n \) will be referred to as the local "load distribution" although actually it is the local moment loading about the air jet nozzle area centroid.

The influence of multiple circular nozzle density on the pressure and load distribution generated over a flat plate at Mach number 3.98 by a lateral jet is presented in Fig. 17. For a constant jet pressure ratio, the separation length increased with an increase in the number of 0.125-in. circular sonic nozzles. In the case of the 0.131- by 3-in. slot and the nine hole multiple nozzle configurations, the jet mass flows (momentums) were nearly equal and produced similar axial pressure and radial load (\( n \)) distributions.

A basic difference in the interaction loading produced by a single circular nozzle and a slot is illustrated in the load distribution shown
in Fig. 17. In general, a major portion of the force generated by a single circular nozzle was located aft of the nozzles ($\phi > 90$ deg) along radial lines between $\phi = 120$ and $150$ deg. The lateral jet from a circular nozzle and the detached shock wave which partially envelopes the jet stream generated boundary-layer separation upstream and on each side of the circular nozzle. This boundary-layer separation and the pressure rise associated with the enveloping detached shock wave generate a pressure field similar to the one shown in Fig. 10a and schematically illustrated in Fig. 9b. Of course, the magnitude of this high pressure ridge shown in Fig. 9b decreased as it extended downstream of the circular nozzle.

In contrast, a rectangular nozzle or closely spaced multiple hole nozzle generated a load distribution which was primarily located ahead of the jet. Rectangular jets produced this type of load distribution at all jet pressure ratios, Mach numbers, and Reynolds numbers investigated in this program.

The influence of the span of a rectangular sonic nozzle ($d_j = 0.057$ in.) on the pressure and load distributions produced by the jet is summarized in Fig. 18. In this case, the Reynolds number was $1.8 \times 10^6$ and the pressure distributions and schlieren pictures indicated that the boundary-layer separation was transitional. As in the case of a single circular nozzle with turbulent boundary-layer separation, a large percentage of the load occurred downstream of the rectangular nozzle with a one-inch span. For the two- and three-inch span slots, the typical concentration of the load ahead of a rectangular nozzle was obtained. Reducing the rectangular nozzle span reduced the flow field to one similar to that obtained with a single circular nozzle.

In Fig. 19 the pressure distribution and the schlieren pictures obtained at Reynolds number $0.6 \times 10^6$ indicated that the separation was laminar, and at $3.5 \times 10^6$ it appeared to be turbulent. Also presented in this figure is the pressure distribution along the central axis of the plate in the absence of a lateral jet at a $Re_x$ of $0.6 \times 10^6$. This illustrates the influence of the viscous leading edge effects which were accounted for in the analysis of the lateral jet pressure data. Most of the loading produced by the interaction of a jet from a single circular nozzle with the supersonic stream was located downstream of the nozzle when the separated boundary layer was turbulent or transitional, and upstream when it was laminar. In this case, the larger interaction force was obtained in the presence of laminar separation.

The influence of Reynolds number on 0.131- and 0.028-in. width slots is shown in Figs. 20 and 21. The pressure distributions for these slots at the minimum Reynolds number ($0.6 \times 10^6$) were in this case
indicative of laminar boundary-layer separation. At the Reynolds number of $1.5 \times 10^6$, the pressure distributions indicate that the separated boundary layer was transitional. These estimates of the character of the separated boundary layer were confirmed by schlieren pictures of the flow field. Most of the interaction loading promoted by a lateral jet from a rectangular nozzle occurred upstream of the nozzle and was essentially independent of the character of the separated boundary layer.

An example of the pressure and load distributions generated at Mach number 3.98 over a flat plate by a sonic lateral jet of various strengths ($p_j/p_\infty$ ratios) from rectangular and circular nozzles are shown in Figs. 22 and 23. These distributions were obtained at a Reynolds number of $1.8 \times 10^6$. As expected, an increase in jet pressure increased the interaction load distribution.

The Mach number effect on the local distribution produced by a 0.028-in. width rectangular and a 0.125-in.-diam circular jet is shown in Figs. 24 and 25. The pressure distributions and schlieren observations of the slot (Fig. 24) indicate that the separation was laminar at Mach number 5.01, whereas at Mach numbers 2.99 and 3.98 the state of separation was transitional. Although not clearly indicated in the pressure distributions of the circular jet in Fig. 25, the Mach number 5.01 schlierens indicated that the separated boundary layer was laminar, and at Mach numbers 2.99 and 3.98 the schlierens indicated that the boundary-layer separation was transitional.

4.5 TWO-DIMENSIONAL THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

4.5.1 Viscous Jet Interaction Load

Based on the analogy described in Ref. 6 which compared the flow phenomenon of a plain spoiler (or step) with a two-dimensional lateral (spoiler) jet, the following analysis is proposed for the case of a lateral jet on a surface in a supersonic stream. It has been shown experimentally that a jet disturbs a turbulent boundary layer in the same manner as a plain spoiler (see Ref. 6, pp. 65 and Ref. 15, Fig. 7). Also, in the presence of transitional boundary-layer separation, similar loading was generated by a plain spoiler and a jet spoiler (see Fig. 11). The step causes the boundary layer to separate at some given distance ahead of the step with a resulting increase in the pressure in the region of separated flow.

In an attempt to provide a theoretical basis for the interaction effects observed in experiments of a lateral jet from a body of revolution
at supersonic speeds, an analysis was made by Vinson, et. al. (Ref. 17). The assumption was made that the jet expanded isentropically without mixing with the surrounding airstream, separated the boundary-layer flow, and caused the free-stream flow to turn through an angle, $\alpha$, as shown in Fig. b.

![Figure b: Theoretical Model](image)

The area ratio $A/A^*$, which is only a function of the pressure ratio, $p_j/p_\infty$, becomes the ratio of the effective jet spoiler height to the effective jet width for a unit span. At various free-stream conditions, rectangular nozzle widths, and jet pressure ratios ($p_j/p_\infty$), measurements of the effective two-dimensional jet spoiler height as defined in Fig. 26 were compared to the area ratio term ($A/A^*$). These measurements were obtained from schlierens similar to the ones shown in Figs. 10d, 11a, and 12. The effective jet spoiler height based on the flow direction associated with the separated boundary layer coincided with the peak in the curvature of the jet shock (see Fig. 26).

At various free-stream Mach numbers and two-dimensional jet nozzle widths, a comparison of the measured effective jet spoiler height with the area ratio based on the jet pressure ratio is shown in Fig. 26. The smaller nozzle width for a given jet pressure ratio produced a higher ratio of effective spoiler height to nozzle width. With an increase in Mach number for a given jet pressure ratio, the effective spoiler height based on the experimental, faired curves tends to decrease slightly.

Since a lateral jet promotes boundary-layer separation, the factors which influence regions of separated flow should also apply in part to the problem of jet-separated boundary-layer interaction. Some of these factors are (1) Reynolds number, (2) the type of flow separation (laminar or turbulent), (3) Mach number, (4) location of transition within the separated flow region, and (5) the strength or effective spoiler height of the jet. For the present analysis, these factors are important because
of their influence on the pressure distribution within the region of separated flow preceding the jet.

The pressure rise produced by a separated boundary layer ahead of a vertical spoiler has been theoretically and empirically defined for laminar and turbulent boundary-layer separation as a function of free-stream Mach number and the Reynolds number of separation. A graphical presentation of the theoretical and experimental results from Refs. 27 through 33 of the relationship of the pressure rise (the plateau pressure) produced by a separated boundary layer as a function of the free-stream conditions, Mach number and Reynolds number, is shown in Fig. 27. In the present analysis, the plateau pressures resulting from laminar and turbulent boundary-layer separation were evaluated on the basis of Ref. 27 by Gadd and Ref. 28 by Erdos, respectively.

Since the separated boundary layer acted as a flow deflector, the flow deflection angle was selected from the oblique shock table of Ref. 25, which would produce a pressure rise equal to the separated boundary-layer plateau pressure. This assumption provided a relationship between the ratio of the pressure rise to the flow deflection angle and the free-stream Mach number for various separation Reynolds numbers and is shown in Figs. 28a and b for laminar and turbulent boundary-layer separation. Included in Fig. 28 are experimental data from Refs. 29, 30, and 33. Thus the estimate of the flow deflection angle, \( \alpha \), the effective jet spoiler height, \( h \), and the pressure rise produced by the boundary layer provided the information required to evaluate the viscous portion of the lateral jet interaction force acting upstream of the jet.

\[
F_{Ni} = \left( \frac{\Delta p}{p_\infty} \right) \frac{a}{\tan \alpha} \frac{h}{\tan \alpha} \text{ per unit width}
\]

When nondimensionalized by \( F_j \) the expression becomes

\[
\frac{F_{Ni}}{F_j} = \left( \frac{\Delta p}{p_\infty} \frac{a}{\tan \alpha} \frac{h}{d_e} \right) \left[ \frac{1.268 \left( \frac{\gamma}{p_\infty} \right) - 1}{1.268 \left( \frac{\gamma}{p_\infty} \right) - 1} \right]
\]

where the expression for \( h/d_e \) is defined in Fig. 26 by the \( A/A^* \) ratio, and it was assumed that \( \alpha/\tan \alpha \approx 1 \).

The influence of the separation Reynolds number, jet pressure ratio, and free-stream Mach number on the two-dimensional jet viscous interaction to jet reaction force ratio is shown in Fig. 29. For a two-dimensional lateral jet, the following conditions will theoretically increase the ratio of the viscous portion of the interaction loading to the jet reaction force: (1) a decrease in the jet pressure ratio, (2) an increase in the free-stream Mach number, (3) a decrease in the separation Reynolds number.
number, and (4) a change in the character of the boundary-layer separation from laminar to turbulent. If an allowance was made for the actual influence of the jet width on the effective spoiler height as shown in Fig. 26, then a decrease in the nozzle width in some cases would also theoretically generate a higher interaction force ratio \( \frac{F_{N_i}}{F_j} \).

### 4.5.2 Inviscid Jet Interaction Load

The previous analysis does not include the pressure loading or interaction force resulting from the inviscid interaction of the jet stream with the free-stream flow. In the absence of boundary-layer viscous effects, the shock produced by the jet would locally promote additional loading on the model surface in the immediate vicinity of the air jet nozzle. The assumption is made that the jet acts as a two-dimensional flat-nosed blunt body having a height, \( h \), in a supersonic stream.

![Fig. c Inviscid Theoretical Flow Field](image)

The maximum pressure loading on the plate between the jet nozzle and the detached shock (jet free-stream shock) was assumed to be equal to the product of the static pressure obtained downstream of a normal shock and the shock detachment distance, \( \Delta^* \).

An estimate of the shock detachment distance was obtained from Ref. 34 (pp. 253, 254) and in terms of the present nomenclature, is as follows:

\[
\frac{\Delta^*}{h} = \left( \frac{\rho}{\rho_s} \right) 1.578 \sqrt{\frac{5 + M_{\infty}^2}{6 M_{\infty}^2}} \quad \text{when} \quad \gamma = 1.4
\]

The incremental increase in pressure generated by the normal shock would be defined as

\[
\frac{\Delta p}{p_{\infty}} = \frac{7}{6} \left( M_{\infty}^2 - 1 \right)
\]
Therefore the ratio of the two-dimensional interaction force to the sonic jet reaction force can be estimated from the following relationship:

\[
\frac{F_{N_i}}{F_j} = \frac{\frac{\Delta p}{\rho_{\infty}} \left( \frac{A_e}{h} \right) \left( \frac{b}{d_e} \right)}{1.268 \left( \frac{p_j}{p_{\infty}} \right) - 1}
\]

This relation is assumed to represent the maximum inviscid interaction load that could be generated on a planar surface by the interaction of a two-dimensional lateral jet with the supersonic free stream.

4.5.3 Net Interaction Load

Observations of the experimental pressure distributions produced by a lateral jet in a supersonic stream revealed that the initial pressure rise can be attributed to boundary-layer separation, but the additional pressure rise located between the nozzle and the jet free-stream interaction shock was assumed to be created by the interaction of the jet stream with the supersonic free stream (see Figs. 4 and 17).

As a first approximation, it has been assumed that the net interaction load may be obtained by simply adding the viscous and inviscid theoretical estimates.

Thus

\[
\frac{F_{N_i}}{F_j} (\text{net}) = \frac{F_{N_i}}{F_j} (\text{inviscid}) + \frac{F_{N_i}}{F_j} (\text{viscous})
\]

for a given jet spoiler height or in this case jet pressure ratio, \( p_j/p_{\infty} \).

The results are summarized in Fig. 29.
4.6 THREE-DIMENSIONAL THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

4.6.1 Viscous Jet Interaction Force

To utilize the results obtained in the two-dimensional analysis in evaluating the interaction load generated by a circular jet, a change in the assumed pressure distribution ahead of the jet must be made. The isobars of the pressure distribution generated by the interaction of a circular jet with a supersonic stream were observed to lie in concentric elliptical or nearly circular lines about the jet in the two upstream quadrants. Therefore the interaction load on a planar surface was also assumed to be distributed in the form of a concentric circle about the circular nozzle. The area over which the separated boundary-layer plateau pressure acts was defined as being equal to

\[
\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{h}{\tan \alpha} \right)^2 \pi
\]

where "h" is the effective circular nozzle spoiler height for a particular nozzle jet pressure ratio \( \frac{p_j}{p_\infty} \), and \( \alpha \) is the flow deflection angle of the separated boundary layer. Therefore the interaction force acting upstream of the jet becomes

\[
F_{N_1} = \left( \frac{\Delta p}{p_\infty} \right) \frac{a}{\alpha} \frac{\pi}{2} \left( \frac{h}{\tan \alpha} \right)^2
\]

Since the ratio \( \frac{\alpha}{\tan \alpha} \) may be assumed to be equal to unity, the ratio of the viscous interaction force to jet reaction force was evaluated in the following manner:

\[
\frac{F_{N_1}}{F_j} = \left[ \frac{2 \left( \frac{\Delta p}{p_\infty} / \alpha \right) \left( \frac{h}{d_j} \right)^2 \cot \alpha}{1.258 \left( \frac{p_j}{p_\infty} \right) - 1} \right]
\]

Utilizing theoretical oblique shock results, the flow deflection angle, \( \alpha \), can be related to the plateau pressure of the separated boundary layer. The other factors in the above expression are known except the ratio of the effective jet spoiler height to jet diameter. The relationship between the effective spoiler height of a circular jet operating at various jet pressure ratios was determined experimentally and is shown in Fig. 30. As in the case of the two-dimensional (rectangular) jet, schlierens were used as illustrated to evaluate the jet spoiler height. The jet spoiler height to jet nozzle diameter was primarily a function of the jet pressure ratio and independent of the free-stream Mach number in the range from 4 to 5, Reynolds number, and nozzle diameter in the range \( 0.062 \leq d_j \leq 0.25 \) in.

An estimate of the viscous effects on the interaction forces generated by a circular lateral jet in a supersonic stream are shown in Fig. 31.
Because of the influence of the flow separation angle in the interaction force expression, an increase in the ratio of the interaction force to the jet reaction force occurred with an increase in the Reynolds number ($Re_s$) or when the boundary-layer separation changed from a turbulent to laminar state. Unlike the two-dimensional theoretical results, an increase in the jet pressure ratio for the circular nozzle increased the viscous portion of the resultant interaction force.

### 4.6.2 Inviscid Jet Interaction Force

Assuming that the jet is strong or that the boundary-layer thickness is insignificantly small relative to the jet exhaust nozzle diameter, the mechanism involves a jet which expands from an outlet and causes a strong compression wave in the supersonic free stream to envelope the upstream portion of the lateral circular jet. The problem was analyzed by Ferrari in Ref. 19 for a circular jet located on a flat plate and a cylindrical body. The general model for this analysis is illustrated below (Fig. e):

![Fig. e Theoretical Model](image)

In developing this theory it was assumed that no boundary-layer flow is present, that no mixing between jet and free stream occurs, and that a detached shock wave is generated by the jet. Using hypersonic approximations, the shape of the detached shock and the affected surface area containing the circular jet are determined on the basis of an assumed contour for the expanded jet stream. This theoretical approach predicts an increase in the inviscid interaction force ratio ($F_{Ni}/F_j$) with Mach number and decreasing jet pressure ratio.

Since the pressure distribution resulting from the separated boundary layer (viscous effect) was assumed to be in the form of a step function, an additional rise above the plateau pressure was attributed to the inviscid interaction phenomenon (see Figs. f and 17).
A description of the procedure for computing this inviscid jet interaction force described in Ref. 19 is presented in the appendix. An estimate of the combined effects of the viscous and inviscid interaction generated by a circular lateral jet was obtained by adding the theoretical inviscid interaction forces for a given jet pressure ratio and Mach number obtained in Ref. 19 to the viscous estimates presented herein. The results of this combination of interaction forces are presented in Fig. 31.

4.7 EXPERIMENTAL FLAT PLATE RESULTS

4.7.1 Two-Dimensional Analysis

Since the theoretical results were based on a two-dimensional analysis, a comparison was made with the experimentally evaluated local interaction force \( f_{nj} \) upstream of the jet along the central ray \( (\phi = 0) \) of the plate. As shown in Fig. 32, the theoretical and experimental results indicated that an increase in the two-dimensional force ratio \( f_{nj}/f_j \) was obtained with an increase in free-stream Mach number and decrease in jet pressure ratio \( (p_j/p_\infty) \). Also the experimental results indicated that a decrease in the jet width or increase in the rectangular nozzle aspect ratio \( (l/d_j) \) increased the two-dimensional interaction force ratio and the agreement between the experimental and theoretical results improved. These results indicated that the high aspect ratio rectangular nozzles produced an interaction force more nearly equal to the two-dimensional theoretical analysis which assumes that the aspect ratio is infinite.

The two-dimensional interaction to jet reaction force ratios were nearly equal when produced by 3-in. span rectangular nozzles of different
widths but with the same jet mass flow or in this case jet momentum. For example, compare the force ratio \( \frac{f_{n1}}{f_j} \) produced by the 0.028- by 3-in. slot at a jet pressure ratio of 500 with the force ratios associated with the 0.131- by 3-in. slot at \( \frac{p_j}{p_o} \) of 100. Therefore this two-dimensional analysis and the subsequent results presented herein, pertaining to the net experimental interaction force produced by lateral sonic jets, indicated that the interaction force appeared to correlate best as a function of the jet mass flow (or momentum). Although the present theoretical approach was based on the relationship of the interaction force ratio and the jet pressure ratio instead of the jet momentum, the theory as shown in these and subsequent figures did provide a satisfactory estimate of the interaction force and indicated the influence of the Mach number, the jet strength \( \frac{p_j}{p_o} \), and character of the boundary layer on the interaction force ratio.

An indication of the three-dimensional character of the interaction produced by a jet from a single circular nozzle as compared to a multiple nozzle or slot is presented in Fig. 33 for \( \phi = 0 \). As the density of the multiple circular nozzle increased \( \frac{e}{d_j} \rightarrow 0 \) and approached the cross-sectional area of the slot, \( A_j \text{ (holes)} \rightarrow A_j \text{ (slot)} \), the interaction force ratio approached the value produced by the jet from the slot.

For a given nozzle width \( d_j = 0.057 \text{ in.} \) the effect of the slot span on the local interaction force ratio generated along the central ray \( (\phi = 0) \) ahead of the jet is shown in Fig. 34. Increasing the nozzle span resulted in an increase in the ratio of the local interaction force to jet reaction force. As in the case of the 0.131-in. slot, an increase in jet momentum (an increase in \( \frac{p_j}{p_o} \)) of the 0.057-in. slot decreased the interaction force ratio.

4.7.2 Net Interaction Force

The net interaction load \( (F_{N0}) \) ahead of the nozzle for various free-stream Mach numbers, Reynolds numbers, and nozzle configurations versus the jet momentum (mass flow) parameter \( (p_j/p_o)A_e \), is presented in Fig. 35. For an equivalent jet momentum and Reynolds number, the rectangular nozzles generated larger interaction forces than the circular nozzles. In general, an increase in the hole density of the nozzle configuration increased the interaction force for a given jet momentum at \( (p_j/p_o)A_e > 5 \) and Reynolds numbers \( \geq 1.9 \times 10^6 \) (see Fig. 35b). Not only the local interaction \( (f_{n1}) \) but also the resultant interaction force \( (F_{N0}) \) tend to indicate that a reduction in the slot span reduced the interaction force value for a given jet momentum (see Fig. 35c).

Within the accuracy of the integrated test results, the influence of the state of the boundary layer (or free-stream Reynolds number) was
not significant at Mach numbers 3.98 and 5.01. In the case of the Mach number 2.99 results (Fig. 35a), the higher ratio of the interaction force to the free-stream dynamic pressure was obtained at the lowest Reynolds number.

Except for the Mach number 2.99 data with laminar separation ahead of the lateral jet, the best fairing of the results of Fig. 35 was of the following form:

$$\frac{F_{N1}}{q_{\infty}} = \text{constant} \left( \frac{p_j}{p_{\infty}} A_e \right)^{\frac{5}{2}}$$

The jet pressure ratio ($p_j/p_{\infty}$) was taken as an upper limit in the theoretical relationships of Refs. 17 and 19, expressing the interaction force as a function of the jet pressure ratio, and the following result was obtained:

$$\frac{F_{N1}}{q_{\infty}} = \text{constant} \left( \frac{p_j}{p_{\infty}} \right)^{\frac{5}{2}} A_e , \quad \frac{p_j}{p_{\infty}} > 100$$

Although these theoretical and experimental relationships are not exactly identical, for a given jet nozzle cross-sectional area, the rate of change of the interaction force with the jet pressure ratio was similar.

Since a large share of the load generated by the interference of a jet from a single circular nozzle occurred aft of the nozzle station, the inclusion of this load increased the net interaction load as shown in Fig. 36a. In this figure, the resultant interaction force from the model leading edge to model stations $x$ are plotted against the aft limit of integration, $x/d_j$. The value at $x/d_j = 64$ represents an estimate of the interaction load obtained from the internal strain-gage force measurements. These results suggested that an increase in the aft length of the plate would increase the net interaction force for a circular nozzle up to a maximum value at $x/d_j = 36$ ($x/L = 1.6$) for $p_j/p_{\infty} = 100$.

An increase in the aft limit of integration for the rectangular nozzle produced a slight decrease in the resultant interaction force (see Fig. 36b). As in the case of the circular nozzle, a high pressure field partially enclosed and extended downstream of the rectangular nozzle as illustrated in Fig. 9, but the influence of this high pressure field on the plate was apparently not large enough to outweigh the negative loading located immediately aft of the rectangular air jet.

The Mach number influence on the interaction loading is summarized in Fig. 37 for rectangular and circular nozzles. In general, the interaction loading decreases with increasing Mach number for a constant jet momentum which is proportional to $(p_j/p_{\infty}) A_e$. For a constant jet
momentum, in general, the rectangular nozzles generated a larger interaction force than the circular nozzles as the free-stream Mach number was increased (compare Figs. 37a with b). At Mach number 2.99 and $Re_x = 1.9 \times 10^6$, the maximum interaction force ($F_{N4.5}$) produced by the circular nozzle was about equal to the force produced by the rectangular nozzle.

4.7.3 Interaction Force Center of Pressure

The center of pressure (cp) location of the interaction load ahead of the lateral jet at Mach numbers 2.99, 3.98, and 5.01 is shown in Fig. 38. Increasing the jet momentum moved the center of pressure (cp) upstream. At Mach numbers 2.99 and 3.98, the cp location was displaced further upstream from a rectangular nozzle jet, but at Mach number 5.01 it was displaced further upstream from the circular jet. The effect of Reynolds number on the cp location was not significant.

4.7.4 Theoretical and Experimental Comparisons

The jet interaction results of Fig. 35 are presented again in Fig. 39 in the form of the ratio of the interaction force to the jet reaction force ($F_{No}/F_j$) versus the jet pressure ratio ($p_j/p_o$) and compared with various theoretical estimates. The correlation of the theoretical and experimental results improved with increasing Mach number. Included on each figure is the theoretical estimate of the inviscid interaction force and the theoretical net interaction force which includes the viscous and inviscid effects.

In general, the experimentally evaluated ratio of interaction force to jet reaction force produced by a circular nozzle fell within the theoretical estimates (see Figs. 39a, c, and e). These results indicated that the interaction force ratio ($F_{No}/F_j$) increased with decreasing jet pressure ratio.

Although the theoretical results show that the interaction produced by laminar separation was larger, the scatter in the experimental results concealed the influence of the character of the separated boundary layer on the interaction force produced by a circular jet. Similarly, the theoretical results indicate that the interaction force ratio increased with the free-stream Mach number, but the experimental results do not clearly substantiate this trend.

The rates of change in the interaction force ratio produced by the rectangular nozzle jets with the jet pressure ratio agree with the theoretical trends (see Figs. 39b, d, and f). The theoretical results bracket
most of the experimental results at Mach numbers 3.98 and 5.01. In general, the experimental interaction force ratios exceeded the Mach number 2.99 theoretical estimates. As in the case of the circular nozzles, the experimentally determined rectangular nozzle jet interactions do not clearly define the influence of the character of the boundary layer on the jet interaction force ratio.

Based on the present experimental results obtained at Mach number 5, the variation of the resultant control force produced by a lateral sonic jet located on a flat surface is shown in Fig. 40 at various altitudes within the flight corridor. In this particular case the force produced by a 0.028- by 3-in. slot was compared with the force produced by a single 0.25-in. -diam circular nozzle operating at the same jet momentum, and the comparison indicates that the slot was more effective at all altitudes. Since the variation in Mach number had only a 10 percent effect on the interaction force produced by the lateral jet, these particular curves of jet control force versus altitude are applicable in the Mach number range from 2.99 to 5.01. The effect of operating a lateral jet at the lower altitudes (∼10^3 ft) theoretically increased the resultant jet control force by a factor of at least four times the value present at altitudes above the flight corridor (altitudes = 10^5 ft).

An empirically determined correlation factor was proposed in Ref. 13, which would include the effects of the surface geometry of the flat plate, the relative location of the circular nozzle jet, and the sonic nozzle diameter on the interaction force ratio. This correlation technique was applied to the present integrated pressure results and is presented in Fig. 41. Although the jet nozzle diameter appeared to be correlated, the plate geometry yields three distinct curves for three ratios of plate length containing the interaction load to the length from the model leading edge to the jet location (L/X). For a given jet pressure ratio and nozzle diameter, this disagreement indicated that the rate of change of the resultant interaction load increased more rapidly than indicated by the correlation factor as the nozzle location was moved forward of the flat plate trailing edge.

4.8 LATERAL JET FROM A BODY OF REVOLUTION

In many respects the flow generated by a lateral jet from a sonic nozzle on a hollow cylinder or a nine-caliber ogive was similar to a jet from a sonic nozzle on a flat plate. In Figs. 42 through 44, examples of the pictorial representation of the flow generated about a hollow cylinder and an ogive by a lateral jet are presented in the form of oil flow and schlieren pictures. As in the case of the flat plate results, the oil flow picture (Fig. 42a) and the pressure distributions revealed the same
typical high pressure ridges associated with circular nozzles. Also the low pressure field just downstream of the nozzle between these high pressure ridges was observed. As in the case of the flat plate, this low pressure field downstream of the nozzle promoted little oil flow. A similar correlation pertaining to a rectangular nozzle jet flow field on a hollow cylinder and a flat plate was observed by noting the similarities of the oil flow patterns and the high and low pressure fields.

The difference in the boundary-layer separation distances generated by the same circular jet nozzle with a similar jet momentum on the hollow cylinder and the ogive is compared in Figs. 42a and 43a. Although the jet momentum from the nozzle on the ogive was slightly smaller, the separation distance was 25 percent larger than the separation distance on the hollow cylinder. In both cases, the separation appeared to be turbulent. The rectangular nozzle jet generated a separation which, in the presence of a turbulent boundary layer on the ogive, was only slightly larger than the separation length on the cylinder (compare Figs. 42b and 44d).

In Fig. 43, the influence of Reynolds number and the state of the boundary layer on the separation generated by the same circular nozzle with nearly the same jet momentum were compared. The separation length in Figs. 43a and b are identical; in both cases the separation appeared to be fully turbulent. The Reynolds number of the first figure (43a) was twice that of the second (Fig. 43b), but a boundary-layer trip was added to the model nose when the lower Reynolds number results were recorded. Removing the trip resulted in the flow field shown in Fig. 43c, where the separation distance was larger and partially laminar or transitional in character.

4.8.1 Local Interaction Pressure Loading

Typical pressure distributions obtained in the presence of a lateral jet on an ogive at Mach number 3.98 are shown in Fig. 45. This represents the axial pressure distribution at two body coordinates, \( \psi = 0 \) and 59 deg (see Fig. 5). The influence of Reynolds number, the state of the boundary layer, and the jet pressure ratio \( (p_j/p_s) \) on the pressure distribution is compared with the basic distribution obtained in the absence of any jet. Again the longer length of interaction region was obtained at the lower Reynolds number. In comparison with the flat plate results, the pressure aft of the jet nozzle on the bodies of revolution appeared to be much lower and extended over a larger surface area.

4.8.2 Net Interaction Force

As a result of the disturbance generated by the nozzle block attachment tab (see Figs. 42 through 44), the pressure data was only integrated
up to the model station occupied by the nozzle block (x = 0). These results for the hollow cylinder and ogive are shown in Figs. 46 and 47. In general, the interaction forces generated on the hollow cylinder agreed quite well with the results obtained on the flat plate. A change in the Reynolds number from 2.0 to 3.9 x 10^6 had no significant effect on the interaction force produced on the hollow cylinder by the lateral jet.

The interaction loads generated by the lateral jet on the ogive were slightly less than those obtained on the hollow cylinder. Doubling the Reynolds number or a change in the character of the boundary layer from laminar to turbulent increased the interaction force generated by the circular sonic jet on the ogive. The magnitude of the incremental increase in the interaction force resulting from the turbulent boundary-layer separation relative to the force obtained in the presence of laminar separation increased with the jet momentum (see Fig. 46).

4.8.3 Theoretical Estimates and Experimental Comparisons

The similarity in the pressure and flow field results of the flat plate and hollow cylinder should not yield the same interaction forces because of the differences in the geometry of the bodies involved. For example, if a given flat plate load distribution could be directly superimposed on a hollow cylinder, the particular size or curvature of the cylinder would have a direct influence on the magnitude of the interaction force. Thus the relative size of the jet nozzle to the local curvature of the surface containing the nozzle and jet momentum would have a direct influence on the interaction force.

On a flat plate, the maximum interaction force of a circular sonic jet was theoretically obtained in the presence of laminar separation. At jet pressure ratios (p_j/p_∞) above 100, the jet interaction force in the presence of turbulent separation on the ogive was larger than the value obtained in the presence of laminar boundary layer separation (see Fig. 48). This influence of the character of the boundary-layer separation and the free-stream Reynolds number on the jet interaction force on a body of revolution can be estimated theoretically. Utilizing the assumed theoretical viscous pressure loading described for a circular jet located on a flat plate in section 4.6, the additional assumption was made that this flat plate loading about a circular jet is simply wrapped around the body of revolution. This technique provided a rough theoretical estimate of the jet interaction force produced by the separated boundary layer ahead of the jet free-stream interaction shock and when added to the inviscid results provided in Ref. 19 by C. Ferrari yielded the result shown in Fig. 48. Included in Fig. 48 are the theoretical inviscid results of Ref. 19.
The theoretical and experimental variation of the jet interaction force generated in the presence of turbulent boundary-layer separation relative to the force obtained with laminar separation agreed fairly well. These theoretical results were evaluated for a sonic nozzle to body diameter ratio \( (d_j/D) \) of 0.070 and a separation Reynolds number of 10^6. The inviscid interaction generated by the lateral circular jet (as derived in Ref. 19) was primarily a function of the jet pressure ratio and free-stream Mach number; the viscous portion of the jet interaction derived herein depended on the jet nozzle diameter to body diameter ratio, jet pressure ratio (which determines the effective jet spoiler height), the separation Reynolds number, the character of the separated boundary layer, and the free-stream Mach number. Therefore the theoretical curve (dashed lines) presented in Fig. 48 for the net interaction load generated by a lateral circular jet on an ogive represent one particular set of conditions.

As shown by a comparison of the theoretical results with the present experimental data and the data of Refs. 17 and 18 in Fig. 48, the present theoretical analysis not only predicts the influence of the character of the boundary layer ahead of the jet on the interaction loading but also the influence of the sonic nozzle to body diameter ratio, \( d_j/D \), on the interaction loading. A comparison of the present experimental results with those of Ref. 18 which were obtained for two larger \( d_j/D \) ratios indicated that the interaction force ratio decreased as the \( d_j/D \) ratio increased, and this result was theoretically substantiated but not shown in Fig. 48.

The present experimental results are compared with other results in Fig. 49 on the same general basis as the flat plate results, namely, the interaction force versus the jet momentum parameter, \( (p_j/p_e)A_e \). Included in this figure are the experimentally determined interaction coefficients generated on a hollow cylinder. The results in this form indicated that with increasing jet momentum, the interaction force coefficient increased if the state of the boundary-layer separation was turbulent and decreased or remained the same if the separation was laminar. Also moving the jet forward of the model base reduced the interaction force coefficient. Unlike the flat plate or hollow cylinder results, the jet interaction force for a given jet momentum on the nine-caliber ogive was quite sensitive to the state of the boundary layer, the model size to jet nozzle diameter ratio, the relative axial location of jet nozzle, and free-stream Reynolds number.

5.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The following significant results were obtained with the present test models at Mach numbers 2.99, 3.98, and 5.01 in the overall Reynolds number range from 0.5 to 6.0 \( \times 10^6 \) and are briefly summarized.
1. In many respects a lateral sonic jet produced the same type of flow field as a vertical spoiler (step) in a supersonic stream.

2. The interaction force produced by lateral jets increased if any one of the following parameters were increased: the jet momentum, the density of the multiple circular nozzle configuration, the span (or aspect ratio) of a rectangular nozzle; or if a single circular sonic nozzle was replaced by a rectangular sonic nozzle with the same effective throat area; or if the single circular nozzle was located forward of the trailing edge of a planar surface. In the case of the ogive, the interaction force also increased if the separated boundary layer ahead of the lateral jet was turbulent and the jet parameter \( \frac{p_j}{p_o} A_e \geq 10 \), if the nozzle was located at the most aft model station near the model base, or if the free-stream Reynolds number was increased.

3. A linear combination of the theoretical estimates of the jet interaction force ratio \( \frac{F_{NJ}}{F_J} \) produced by the viscous and inviscid interaction of a lateral jet with a supersonic stream were in reasonably good agreement with the experimental results.

4. As shown theoretically and experimentally, the ratio of the interaction force to the jet reaction force generally increased with decreasing jet pressure ratio and increasing free-stream Mach number.

For a given \( Re_b \) value, a plane surface containing a rectangular lateral sonic jet theoretically produced the largest interaction force in the presence of turbulent separation, but a circular jet produced the maximum interaction in the presence of laminar separation. On a body of revolution for jet pressure ratios > 200, a circular jet experimentally and theoretically produced the largest interaction in the presence of turbulent separation when the ratio of \( d_j/D = 0.07 \). For weaker jets \( \frac{p_j}{p_o} < 200 \), laminar separation produced the higher circular jet interaction force.

5. In the case of the flat plate data, the correlation between the theoretical and experimental results tended to improve at the higher Mach numbers. In most cases, the theoretical estimates of the interaction force generated by a lateral circular jet located at the aft station of a body of revolution fell within the experimental values based on laminar and turbulent boundary-layer separation.
6. These experimental results indicated that a single circular jet should be placed about 30 nozzle diameters forward of the trailing edge of planar surfaces and at the base edge of bodies of revolution to achieve the maximum interaction force. In general, the best nozzle configuration for most applications appeared to be a rectangular nozzle (slot) or multiple circular nozzle configuration located at the model trailing edge.
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APPENDIX

The computational procedure for evaluating the inviscid interaction force produced by a lateral jet from a circular sonic nozzle on a surface in a supersonic stream was obtained from the theoretical analysis of C. Ferrari (Ref. 19). A synopsis of the theory and the equations used in the computation of the theoretical interaction force is summarized in this appendix. In the theory, the jet stream was assumed to remain unmixed with the external stream, and the internal characteristics of the jet are examined by balancing the external stream pressure force on the periphery of the jet stream tube with the internal forces of the jet. Once the external cross-sectional shape of the jet was defined, an estimate of the shape of the centerline path of the jet was determined. With an approximate evaluation of the jet stream tube contour, an estimate was made of the shape and position of the detached shock wave relative to the expanded lateral jet stream. The flow field between the detached shock and the jet stream in the vicinity of the surface containing the sonic jet nozzle was then approximated on the basis of Lighthill’s treatment of the hypersonic blunt-body problem.

The following computing procedure was used to evaluate Ferrari’s equation which defines the magnitude of the ratio of the inviscid interaction force \( F_{NI} \) produced on a planar surface in a supersonic stream by a lateral circular sonic jet to the jet reaction force \( F_J \). In general, the terms of the nomenclature used in Ref. 19 will also be used in the following equations required to evaluate \( F_{NI}/F_J \).

\[
\frac{F_{NI}}{F_J} = \frac{\gamma + 3}{2(\gamma + 1)} \varepsilon \left( \frac{\gamma M^2}{2} \right) \left[ 1 + \frac{\gamma}{\delta} \left( \frac{y + 3}{\gamma + 1} \right) M^2 \right]^{\frac{y+1}{y}} \left( \frac{\gamma' + 1}{\gamma' - 1} \right) \frac{y'}{y'} \frac{\left( \frac{\gamma' - 1}{\gamma'} \right)^{\frac{1}{4}} \left[ 1 - \frac{P_{in}}{P_{in}} \left( \frac{\gamma' + 1}{\gamma' - 1} \right) \right]^{\frac{1}{4}} \left[ 1 + \frac{P_{in}}{\frac{1}{2}P_{in}} \left( \frac{\gamma' + 1}{\gamma' - 1} \right) \right]^{-1}} \left[ 1 + \frac{\gamma}{\delta} \left( \frac{y + 3}{\gamma + 1} \right) M^2 \right]^{\frac{y-1}{y}} - 1 \right]^{\frac{1}{4}} \left[ \left( \frac{\gamma - 1}{\gamma} \right) \left[ 1 - \frac{P_{in}}{\frac{1}{2}P_{in}} \left( \frac{\gamma' + 1}{\gamma' - 1} \right) \right]^{\frac{1}{4}} \left[ 1 + \frac{P_{in}}{\frac{1}{2}P_{in}} \left( \frac{\gamma' + 1}{\gamma' - 1} \right) \right]^{-1} \right]}
\]

(1)

In this and the following relationships, \( \gamma' \) refers to the ratio of specific heats of the lateral jet and \( \gamma \), of the free-stream flow. All the other terms in Eq. 1 are defined in the present nomenclature except "\( \varepsilon \)", which represents a factor based on the geometry of the flow field interaction.
produced by the lateral jet and the supersonic free stream, and $c$ is evaluated in the following manner.

The general shape of the cross section of the jet stream lying in a plane perpendicular to the jet stream (Fig. g) centerline was assumed to be elliptical. The semi-minor axis, $d_0$, of the ellipse extends upstream, and the semi-major axis, $R$, lies in the plane of the ellipses perpendicular to the free-stream direction. The jet stream was assumed to expand to the free-stream static pressure along the semi-major axis and therefore

$$\left(\frac{R}{r_0}\right)^2 = \left(\frac{2}{y' + 1}\right)^{\frac{y' + 1}{2(y' - 1)}} \frac{\frac{y' + 1}{2y'}}{\sqrt{\frac{2}{y' - 1}} \left[\left(\frac{p_j}{p_{\infty}}\right)^\frac{y' - 1}{y'} - 1\right]}$$

where $r_0$ is the radius of the circular sonic nozzle.
Along the semi-minor axis an estimate was made of the static pressure $p$ applied on the upstream portion of the jet stream tube by the free-stream flow. From hypersonic approximations pressure $p$ was defined as follows:

$$\frac{p}{p_\infty} = 1 + \frac{\gamma}{8} \frac{\gamma + 3}{\gamma + 1} M_\infty^2 \quad \text{and}$$

therefore

$$\left( \frac{1}{r_o} \right)^2 = \left( \frac{2}{\gamma + 1} \right) \frac{\gamma + 1}{2(\gamma - 1)} \frac{\gamma + 1}{2\gamma} \left[ \frac{\gamma + 1}{\gamma - 1} \right]$$

These terms for $R/r_o$ and $\ell_o/r_o$ are tabulated in Ref. 25 for various pressure ratios.

An estimate of the radius of curvature of the jet stream centerline with elliptical cross section was also made, and it was computed with the following equations:

$$\frac{R_1^*}{\ell_o} = \frac{2b \left( \frac{y'}{\gamma - 1} \right) \left( \frac{y + 1}{y + 8} \right) \frac{P_o}{\gamma M_\infty^2} + C_{f'}'}{C_{f'}}$$

where $R_1^*$ was the radius of curvature of jet stream centerline.

$$C_{f'}' = \frac{(R/\ell_o)^3}{(R/\ell_o)^3 - 1} \left[ 1 - \frac{\ell_o/R}{2 \sqrt{(R/\ell_o)^3 - 1}} \log \frac{R/\ell_o + \sqrt{(R/\ell_o)^3 - 1}}{R/\ell_o - \sqrt{(R/\ell_o)^3 - 1}} \right]$$

$$C_{f''} = - \left( \frac{R}{\ell_o} \right)^3 \frac{\pi}{4} \frac{L}{\ell_o} \left( 1 + \frac{1}{1 + \frac{1}{\ell_o}} \right)$$

$$b = \pi \left( R/\ell_o \right) \quad \text{and}$$

$$P_o = \left( 1 + \mathcal{F} \frac{\gamma + 3}{2(\gamma + 1)} \gamma M_\infty^2 \right) \frac{\gamma + 1}{2\gamma} \left( \frac{P_o}{P_\infty} \right)^{\gamma - 1}$$

$$- \left( 1 + \gamma \frac{\gamma + 3}{2(\gamma + 1)} \mathcal{F} M_\infty^2 \right)$$

where

$$\mathcal{F} = \frac{R - \left( \frac{\ell_o}{R} \right)^4 K}{R + \pi \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{\ell_o}{R} \right)^4 \right]}$$
The values $E$ and $A$ are the complete elliptical integrals of the first and second kinds, respectively, based on the common modulus of $\sqrt{1 - \left(\frac{h}{R}\right)^2}$.

With the expanded jet stream cross sections approximated as being circular instead of elliptical, the radius of curvature of these circular sections were defined as $R_c$ and $R_c/l_o = (R/l_o)^2$. Therefore the jet stream may be replaced with a torus with an external radius of $R_1 + l_o$ and for an initial approximation with circular cross sections of radius $R_c$. When this torus has a hole (1) $R_1 + l_o > 2R_c$ and if the hole was missing, then (2) $R_1 + l_o < 2R_c$. Therefore two procedures must be taken, depending on the particular geometry of the torus, which was a function of the free-stream conditions and the jet strength.

For the case where $R_1 + l_o > 2R_c$, a jet stream parameter $\alpha_1$ was evaluated in the following manner:

$$\alpha_1 = \cos h^{-1}\left(\frac{R_1 + l_o}{R_c} + 1 - \frac{R_c/l_o}{R_c/l_o}\right)$$

The corresponding parameter of $\alpha$ on the detached shock was defined as $\alpha_s$ and

$$\alpha_s = \alpha_1 - \left(\frac{\gamma - 1}{2}\right)\frac{\sin h \alpha_s}{2 + \cos h \alpha_s}$$

The ratio of the approximating radius of the circular cross section of detached shock wave, namely $R_s$, to the radius of curvature of the expanded jet stream, $R_c$, is defined as

$$R_c/R_s = \sin h \alpha_s / \sin h \alpha_1$$

If $R_1 + l_o < 2R_c$, then the value of the parameter corresponding to $\alpha_1$ was redefined as $\beta_1$ and evaluated as follows:

$$\beta_1 = \cos^{-1}\left(\frac{R_1 + l_o}{R_c} + 1 - \frac{R_c/l_o}{R_c/l_o}\right)$$

The corresponding detached shock parameter, namely $\beta_s$, was related to $\beta_1$ as follows:

$$\beta_s = \left(\frac{\gamma - 1}{2}\right)\frac{\sin \beta_s}{2 + \cos \beta_s}$$

and

$$R_c/R_s = \sin \beta_s / \sin \beta_1$$
And the elliptical transformed coordinate \( \mathcal{P}_s \) of the shock was then related to that of the jet stream, namely \( \mathcal{P}_1 \), by the following relationship:

\[
\frac{\mathcal{P}_1}{\mathcal{P}_s} = \frac{3 - \gamma}{2}
\]

where

\[
\mathcal{P}_1 = \left( \frac{R_e}{R_s} \right)^{\frac{2}{3 - \gamma}} \frac{\left( \frac{R_e}{R_s} \right)^{\frac{2}{3 - \gamma}}}{\sqrt{\left( \frac{R_e}{R_s} \right)^{\frac{2}{3 - \gamma}} - 1}}
\]

and

\[
\epsilon = \frac{2}{3 - \gamma} \frac{\mathcal{P}_s}{\sqrt{\mathcal{P}_1^2 - 1}} \left( \frac{\mathcal{P}_s}{\sqrt{\mathcal{P}_1^2 - 1}} + 1 \right)^{-1}
\]
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\[ \frac{h}{d_e} = \frac{A}{A^*} \left( \frac{2}{\gamma + 1} \right) \left( \frac{P_j}{P_w} \right)^{\frac{\gamma + 1}{2\gamma}} \left( \frac{2}{\gamma - 1} \frac{\left( \frac{P_j}{P_w} \right)^{\frac{\gamma - 1}{\gamma}} - 1}{\frac{P_j}{P_w}} \right)^{-\frac{1}{2}} \]

\[ h = A \left( \frac{2}{\gamma + 1} \right) \left( \frac{P_j}{P_w} \right)^{\frac{\gamma + 1}{2\gamma}} \left( \frac{2}{\gamma - 1} \frac{\left( \frac{P_j}{P_w} \right)^{\frac{\gamma - 1}{\gamma}} - 1}{\frac{P_j}{P_w}} \right)^{-\frac{1}{2}} \]
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Fig. 32 Comparison of the Theoretical Interaction Force Ratio, $f_{n1}/f_j$, with the Experimental Values of Rectangular Nozzles
The Two- and Three-Dimensional Effects of Circular Nozzle Configurations at $M_\infty = 3.98$, $Re_x = 0.6$ to $3.6 \times 10^6$

Fig. 33 The Two- and Three-Dimensional Effects of Circular Nozzle Configurations at $M_\infty = 3.98$, $Re_x = 0.6$ to $3.6 \times 10^6$
Fig. 34 The Two- and Three-Dimensional Effects of 0.057-in.-width Slots of Various Aspect Ratios, $M_\infty = 3.98$, $Re_x = 0.6$ to $3.6 \times 10^6$
Fig. 35 Variation of Interaction Force, $F_{n_0}/q_{_\infty}$, Generated Upstream of the Jet versus $(p_i/p_\infty)A_e$

**a. Circular and Rectangular Nozzles, $M_\infty = 2.99$**

**b. Circular Nozzles, $M_\infty = 3.98$**
c. Rectangular Nozzles, $M_{\infty} = 3.98$

d. Circular and Rectangular Nozzles, $M_{\infty} = 5.01$

Fig. 35 Concluded
Fig. 36 Influence of the Pressure Field Aft of the Jet Nozzle on the Resultant Interaction Force, $M_i = 3.98$, $Re_i = 1.8$ to $3.6$

**a.** 0.125-in. Single Circular Nozzle

**b.** 0.131 by 3.0-in. Rectangular Nozzle

- $p_j/p_{\infty}$
- Extrapolated Experimental Data
- Integrated Pressure Data
- Force Measurements

Graphs showing the variation of $F_{N_j}/q_{\infty}$ vs. $x/d_j$ for different values of $p_j/p_{\infty}$.
Fig. 37 The Effect of Mach Number on the Sonic Nozzle Jet Interaction Force
Fig. 37 Concluded

b. Circular Nozzles
Fig. 38 Center of Pressure of the Interaction Load Ahead of the Nozzle Jet
Fig. 39 Influence of the Jet Pressure Ratio on the Ratio of the Interaction to Jet Reaction Force for Various Nozzle Configurations
c. $M_\infty = 3.98$, Circular Nozzles

\[ \frac{F_{No}}{F_f} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sym</th>
<th>$d_s$ in.</th>
<th>$e/d_s$</th>
<th>$Re_x \times 10^{-6}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \frac{p_j}{p_\infty} \]

---

d. $M_\infty = 3.98$, Rectangular Nozzles

\[ \frac{F_{No}}{F_f} \]

\[ \frac{p_j}{p_\infty} \]

---

Fig. 39 Continued
Fig. 39 Concluded
Fig. 40 Comparison of Resultant Force Produced by a Lateral Jet from a Circular Sonic Nozzle and a Slot at Various Altitudes

Fig. 41 Comparison of AEDC Results with Amick and Hays (Ref. 13) Empirical Relationship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sym</th>
<th>L in.</th>
<th>Re X x 10^6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▽</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○</td>
<td>0.250 in.</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▽</td>
<td>0.125 in.</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Empirical Eq. from Ref. 13

\[ \frac{F_N}{F_j} = 0.40 \left( \frac{L}{P_j} \right)^{1/4} \]

for \( L/X = 1.27 \) to \( 1.72 \) and \( Re_x = 0.2 \) to \( 0.3 \times 10^6 \)
\( \frac{P_j}{P_\infty} = 480 \)
\( A_e \left( \frac{P_j}{P_\infty} \right) \approx 20 \text{ in.}^2 \)

Corresponding Points of Separation

\( \frac{P_j}{P_\infty} = 237 \)
\( A_e \left( \frac{P_j}{P_\infty} \right) \approx 31 \text{ in.}^2 \)

Corresponding Points of Separation

Fig. 42 Typical Flow Patterns Generated about the Hollow Cylinder by Lateral Jets from Rectangular and Circular Nozzles, 
\( Re_X = 3.9 \times 10^6, M_\infty = 3.98 \)

a. 0.25-in.-diam Circular Nozzle

b. 0.05-in. by 3-in. Rectangular Nozzle
Typical Flow Pattern about a Nine-Caliber Ogive Generated by a Lateral Jet from a 0.25-in.-diam Circular Nozzle, $M_\infty = 3.98$

$\frac{p_j}{p_\infty} = 470$

$A_e\left(\frac{p_j}{p_\infty}\right) = 19.4 \text{ in.}^2$

$a. \quad Re_X = 6.0 \times 10^6$
b. $Re_X = 3.2 \times 10^6$, with a Boundary-Layer Trip Mounted on the Model Nose

Fig. 43 Continued
Mirror Image

\[ \frac{p_j}{p_\infty} = 456 \]
\[ A_e \left( \frac{p_j}{p_\infty} \right) = 18.8 \text{ in.}^2 \]

c. \( \text{Re}_X = 3.2 \times 10^6 \)

Fig. 43 Concluded
Fig. 44  Typical Flow Patterns about a Nine-Caliber Ogive Generated by a Lateral Jet from a 0.05- by 3-in. (Circumferential Distance) Rectangular Slot, $M_{\infty} = 3.98$

$A_e(p_j/p_{\infty}) = 28.9 \text{ in.}^2$

$Re_X = 3.2 \times 10^6$, $p_j/p_{\infty} = 193$
Fig. 44 Continued

Nozzle Block Attachment Tab

Mirror Image

Boundary-Layer Separation

Jet

b. \( \text{Re}_x = 3.2 \times 10^6, \frac{p_j}{p_\infty} = 380 \)

\( A_e \left( \frac{p_j}{p_\infty} \right) = 57.1 \text{ in.}^2 \)

\text{Fig. 44 Continued}
c. $\text{Re}_x = 6.0 \times 10^6$, $\frac{p_j}{p_\infty} = 32$

Fig. 44 Continued

$A_e(p_j/p_\infty) = 4.8$ in.$^2$
Fig. 44 Concluded

\[ A_e \left( \frac{p_j}{p_\infty} \right) = 3.1 \text{ in.}^2 \]

\[ d. \ Re_X = 5.8 \times 10^6, \ \frac{p_j}{p_\infty} = 237 \]

Fig. 44 Concluded
Fig. 45 Influence of the Boundary-Layer Jet Interaction on the Pressure Distribution at $M_\infty = 3.98$ on a Nine-Caliber Ogive
b. 0.05- by 3-in. Rectangular Nozzle

Fig. 45 Concluded
Fig. 46 Comparisons of the Interaction Loads Generated by a Jet from a 0.25-in.-diam Circular Nozzle on the Hollow Cylinder, Ogive, and Flat Plate at $M_\infty = 3.98$
Fig. 47 Comparisons of the Interaction Loads Generated by a Jet from a 0.05-in.
Rectangular Nozzle on the Hollow Cylinder, Ogive, and Flat Plate at $M_{\infty} = 3.98$
Fig. 48 Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Interaction Forces Generated on a Nine-Caliber Ogive of Nominal Mach Number 4 by a Lateral Jet
### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sym, Nm, d/D</th>
<th>w/L</th>
<th>L/D</th>
<th>Re x 10^6</th>
<th>Boundary Layer</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Laminar Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>Turbulent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>Laminar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>Laminar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Laminar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.660</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Turbulent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 49** Influence of the Relative Location of the Jet Nozzle on the Interaction Coefficient, Nine-Caliber Ogive, Nominal Mach Number of 4
A flat plate, a hollow cylinder, and a nine-caliber ogive containing lateral sonic jets were tested at Mach numbers 2.99, 3.98, and 5.01 in the 12-inch Supersonic Tunnel (E-1) of the von Karman Gas Dynamics Facility. The interaction forces generated on these bodies were investigated for various sonic nozzle configurations including single circular nozzles, multiple circular nozzles, and slots of various width and span sizes. The nozzles were operated at jet stagnation to free-stream static pressure ratios from 10 to 2000. The force produced on a surface by the interaction of the lateral jet with the supersonic free stream was evaluated from model pressure distributions and compared with various theoretical estimates. Good agreement was obtained between the present experimental data and the theoretical estimates based on a linear combination of the viscous and inviscid estimates of the jet interaction force. Also, good agreement was obtained between the integrated pressure data and some force measurements. These theoretical and experimental results indicated that significant jet interaction forces are produced. In general, circular sonic jets located about 30 jet nozzle diameters forward of the trailing edge of a planar surface or at the base edge of a body of revolution produced the maximum interaction force when located at the model trailing edge.
A flat plate, a hollow cylinder, and a nine-caliber ogive containing lateral sonic jets were tested at Mach numbers 2.90, 3.98, and 5.01 in the 12-Inch Supersonic Tunnel (E-I) of the von Karman Gas Dynamics Facility. The interaction forces generated on these bodies were investigated for various sonic nozzle configurations including single circular nozzles, multiple circular nozzles, and slots of various width and span sizes. The nozzles were operated at jet stagnation to free-stream static pressure ratios from 10 to 2000. The force produced on a surface by the interaction of the lateral jet with the supersonic free stream was evaluated from model pressure distributions and compared with various theoretical estimates. Good agreement was obtained between the present experimental data and the theoretical estimates based on a linear combination of the viscous and inviscid estimates of the jet interaction force. Also, good agreement was obtained between the integrated pressure data and some force measurements. These theoretical and experimental results indicated that significant jet interaction forces are produced. In general, circular sonic jets produced the maximum interaction force when located about 30 jet nozzle diameters forward of the trailing edge of a planar surface or at the base edge of a body of revolution. Rectangular nozzles (slots) generated the largest force when located at the model trailing edge.
A flat plate, a hollow cylinder, and a nine-caliber ogive containing lateral sonic jets were tested at Mach numbers 2.99, 3.98, and 5.01 in the 12-inch Supersonic Tunnel (E-1) of the von Karman Gas Dynamics Facility. The interaction forces generated on these bodies were investigated for various sonic nozzle configurations including single circular nozzles, multiple circular nozzles, and slots of various width and span sizes. The nozzles were operated at jet stagnation to free-stream static pressure ratios from 10 to 2000. The force produced on a surface by the interaction of the lateral jet with the supersonic free stream was evaluated from model pressure distributions and compared with various theoretical estimates. Good agreement was obtained between the present experimental data and the theoretical estimates based on a linear combination of the viscous and inviscid estimates of the jet interaction force. Also, good agreement was obtained between the integrated pressure data and some force measurements. These theoretical and experimental results indicated that significant jet interaction forces are produced. In general, circular sonic jets produced the maximum interaction force when located about 30 jet nozzle diameters forward of the trailing edge of a planar surface or at the base edge of a body of revolution. Rectangular nozzles (slots) generated the largest force when located at the model trailing edge.
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A flat plate, a hollow cylinder, and a nine-caliber ogive containing lateral sonic jets were tested at Mach numbers 2.99, 3.98, and 5.01 in the 12-Inch Supersonic Tunnel (E-1) of the von Kármán Gas Dynamics Facility. The interaction forces generated on these bodies were investigated for various sonic nozzle configurations including single circular nozzles, multiple circular nozzles, and slots of various width and span sizes. The nozzles were operated at jet stagnation to free-stream static pressure ratios from 10 to 2000. The force produced on a surface by the interaction of the lateral jet with the supersonic free stream was evaluated from model pressure distributions and compared with various theoretical estimates. Good agreement was obtained between the present experimental data and the theoretical estimates based on a linear combination of the viscous and inviscid estimates of the jet interaction force. Also, good agreement was obtained between the integrated pressure data and some force measurements. These theoretical and experimental results indicated that significant jet interaction forces are produced. In general, circular sonic jets produced the maximum interaction force when located about 30 jet nozzle diameters forward of the trailing edge of a planar surface or at the base edge of a body of revolution. Rectangular nozzles (slots) generated larger forces when located at the model trailing edge.
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and compared with various theoretical estimates. Good agreement was obtained between the present experimental force measurements and the theoretical estimates based on a linear combination of the viscous and inviscid estimates of the jet interaction force. Also, good agreement was obtained between the integrated pressure data and some force measurements. These theoretical and experimental results indicated that significant jet interaction forces are produced. In general, circular sonic jets produced the maximum interaction force when located about 30 jet nozzle diameters forward of the trailing edge of a planar surface or at the base edge of a body of revolution. Rectangular nozzles (slots) generated larger forces when located at the model trailing edge.
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and compared with various theoretical estimates. Good agreement was obtained between the present experimental data and the theoretical estimates based on a linear combination of the viscous and inviscid estimates of the jet interaction force. Also, good agreement was obtained between the integrated pressure data and some force measurements. These theoretical and experimental results indicated that significant jet interaction forces are produced. In general, circular sonic jets produced the maximum interaction force when located about 30 jet nozzle diameters forward of the trailing edge of a planar surface or at the base edge of a body of revolution. Rectangular nozzles (slots) generated larger forces when located at the model trailing edge.
A flat plate, a hollow cylinder, and a nine-caliber ogive containing lateral sonic jets were tested at Mach numbers 2.99, 3.98, and 5.01 in the 12-Inch Supersonic Tunnel (E-1) of the von Kármán Gas Dynamics Facility. The interaction forces generated on these bodies were investigated for various sonic nozzle configurations including single circular nozzles, multiple circular nozzles, and slots of various width and span sizes. The nozzles were operated at jet stagnation to free-stream static pressure ratios from 10 to 2000. The force produced on a surface by the interaction of the lateral jet with the supersonic free stream was evaluated from model pressure distributions and compared with various theoretical estimates. Good agreement was obtained between the present experimental data and the theoretical estimates based on a linear combination of the viscous and inviscid estimates of the jet interaction force. Also, good agreement was obtained between the integrated pressure data and some force measurements. These theoretical and experimental results indicated that significant jet interaction forces are produced. In general, circular sonic jets produced the maximum interaction force when located about 30 jet nozzle diameters forward of the trailing edge of a planar surface or at the base edge of a body of revolution. Rectangular nozzles (slots) generated the largest force when located at the model trailing edge.
A flat plate, a hollow cylinder, and a nine-caliber ogive containing lateral sonic jets were tested at Mach numbers 2.99, 3.98, and 5.01 in the 12-Inch Supersonic Tunnel (E-1) of the von Kármán Gas Dynamics Facility. The interaction forces generated on these bodies were investigated for various sonic nozzle configurations including single circular nozzles, multiple circular nozzles, and slots of various width and span sizes. The nozzles were operated at jet stagnation to free-stream static pressure ratios from 10 to 2000. The force produced on a surface by the interaction of the lateral jet with the supersonic free stream was evaluated from model pressure distributions and compared with various theoretical estimates. Good agreement was obtained between the present experimental data and the theoretical estimates based on a linear combination of the viscous and inviscid estimates of the jet interaction force. Also, good agreement was obtained between the integrated pressure data and some force measurements. These theoretical and experimental results indicated that significant jet interaction forces are produced. In general, circular sonic jets produced the maximum interaction force when located about 30 jet nozzle diameters forward of the trailing edge of a planar surface or at the base edge of a body of revolution. Rectangular nozzles (slots) generated the largest force when located at the model trailing edge.